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Mission

Recent months have shown the importance for utilities to invest in smart grid technologies to enable them to deliver consistent and reliable power. 

One of the key smart grid solutions that power utilities have been widely using for several years is supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA).

These are designed to provide information in real time and take corrective actions when needed to prevent significant system failures and enable

monitoring and control of critical functions in power generation, transmission and distribution systems. SCADA deployments have been facilitated

under government programmes such as the R-APDRP scheme, which directed utilities to implement SCADA for identified towns, for which financial

support was extended by the central government.

For T&D utilities, SCADA is used for unmanning and automating grid substations and monitoring the entire network from a central location. SCADA

can also be integrated with the billing system so that if there is any outage in the distribution system, SCADA can communicate the same to the

billing system much before a customer would.

However, given the new and emerging requirements of a more intelligent, efficient and reliable grid, SCADA systems are now being evolved and upgraded

by utilities to make them more current and move beyond basic applications. Next-generation SCADA systems are being deployed by integrating them

with digital tools and solutions such as IoT, cloud and data analytics to allow for better efficiency, forecasting and real-time operations.

Another requirement of a moderngrid is distribution automation (DA) which brings together a network of digital sensors, controllers and switches with

advanced communication and software to provide increased visibility across the system and for proactively controlling and monitoring the equipment,

load, remote metering, etc.

Preparing for distribution automation would require implementing an efficient SCADA.  Distribution automation systems integrated with SCADA can

provide real time information to utilities for control centre operatorsto help utilities in outage management, mapping information, customer billing,

customer service call data to workforce and repair crew availability.

However, as advanced SCADA systems become highly interconnected with other networks and cloud-based services, they are exposed to greater

cyber and physical vulnerabilities, which would need to be managed by utilities.

The mmission oof tthis oone-dday cconference iis tto sshowcase tthe ppromising ttrends aand ddevelopments iin SSCADA ttechnologies, ddiscuss tthe nnew aand

emerging uutility rrequirements, aas wwell aas uunderstand tthe bbenefits, ccapabilities aand ffeatures oof nnew aand aadvanced SSCADA eenhancements.

SCADA & AUTOMATION FOR POWER UTILITIES

Target Audience

The event is expected to draw participation from executives, managers and decision makers from:

- DDiscoms - GGovernment aagencies
- TTranscos - CCybersecurity ssolution pproviders
- PPower pplant ooperators - RResearch aand ddevelopment oorganisations
- TTechnology pproviders - CConsultants
- IIT iintegration ccompanies - OOther ppower ssector pprofessionals
- CCommunication ssystem iintegrators - EEtc.

Organisers
The conference is being organised by India IInfrastructure PPublishing, the leading provider of information on the infrastructure sectors through magazines,

newsletters,reports and conferences. The company publishes Power LLine (India’s premier power magazine), Indian IInfrastructure and Renewable WWatch.

It also publishes a series of research reports on the power sector including Power DDistribution iin IIndia, PPower TTransmission iin IIndia, CCoal-bbased PPower

Generation, etc. It also publishes Power NNews (a weekly newsletter) and a Power LLine DDirectory aand YYearbook.
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April 66, 22021

AGENDA/STRUCTURE

Previous Participants
The previous participants in our related conferences include Accenture, AAdani MMPSEZ UUtilities, AAdani PPower, AAdani TTransmission, AAditya BBirla IInsulators, AAjmer VVidyut
Vitran NNigam, AAlfanar EEnergy, AAMAT, AAP TTransco, AApar IIndustries, AAPEPDCL, AAPSPDCL, AArfin IIndia, AArunachal PPradesh SState EElectricity RRegulatory CCommission, AAssam
Power DDistribution CCompany, AAttec WWorldwide, AAutoGrid IIndia, AAVEVA, BBahwan CCyberTek, BBekeart,  BBentley SSystems, BBHEL, BBihar EElectricity RRegulatory CCommission,
Bothe WWindfarm DDevelopment, BBrugg CCables, BBSES RRajdhani, BBSES YYamuna, BBSPTCL, BBurns aand MMc DDonnell, CC&S EElectric, CCabcon,  CCapgemini, CCargill, CCEA, CCESC
(RP-SSanjiv GGoenka GGroup), CCLP, CCTC GGlobal, CCyient, DDatagen PPower, DDelhi TTransco && DDelhi PPower, DDeloitte, DDSP MMerrill LLynch, DDVVNL, EEaton PPower, EEdelweiss AAsset
Reconstruction, EEESL, EEfficienergi CConsulting, EElectrotherm, EEntegra GGMbh, EESRI, EEssel IInfra PProjects, EEssel UUtilities, EETAP AAutomation, EExide IIndustries, FFEDCO,
Feedback IInfra, FFLIR, FFluentgrid, FFortum IIndia,  GGE, GGE GGrid SSolutions, GGESCOM, GGETCO, GGIZ, GGodrej && BBoyce, GGuangzhou GGoaland EEnergy, GGujarat EElectricity
Regulatory CCommission, GGujarat EEnergy TTransmission CCorporation, HH.P. SState EElectricity BBoard,  HHarshini TTele SSystems, HHaryana EElectricity RRegulatory CCommission,
HCL, HHimachal PPradesh EElectricity RRegulatory CCommission, HHitachi, HHoloflex, HHoneywell, HHSA LLegal, HHughes, HHyosung, IIBM, IICRA, IIDFC,  IIEX, IIFC, IIL&FS EEnergy
Development CCompany, IIndia PPower CCorporation, IIndia SSmart GGrid TTask FForce, IIndian RRailways, IInfosys, IInternational CCopper AAssociation IIndia, JJaigad PPower TTransco,
JERC, JJSK IIndustries, JJSW PPower TTrading CCompany, JJUSCO, JJVVNL, KKalpataru PPower TTransmission, KKEC IInternational, KKEI, KKPMG, LLara GGlobal, LLarsen&Toubro, MM.N.
Dastur, MM.P. PPaschim KKshetra VVidyut VVitaran ,, MM.P. PPower TTransmission, MMadhya KKshetra VVitaran, MMagnatech SSmart GGrid SSolutions, MMahindra SSusten, MMAP PPower
LLP, MMinistry oof PPower, MMotwane, MMOXA, MMPPKVVCL IIndore, MMPPTCL, MMSEDCL, NNational HHigh SSpeed RRail CCorporation, NNEDO, NNEEPCO, NNELCO, NNESCO, NNorth
Bihar DDistribution, NNorthern PPower DDistribution CCompany oof TTelangana, NNorwegian EEmbassy, NNPTI, NNTPC, NNTPC VVidyut VVyapar NNigam, OOdisha EElectricity RRegulatory
Commission, OOPTCL, OOracle, OOrange RRenewables, OOSI, PParbati KKoldam TTransmission ,, PPaschimanchal VVidyut VVitran NNigam, PPhoenix CContact, PPhoenix IIT, PPOSOCO,
Power GGrid, PPowerlinks TTransmission, PPricewaterhouseCoopers, PPSPTCL, PPTC FFinancial SServices, PPunj LLloyd, PPurulia && KKharagpur TTransmission CCompany, RRajasthan
Electricity RRegulatory CCommission, RRajasthan RRajya VVidyutPrasaran NNigam, RRamco, RRamelex, RRaychem RRPG, RREC PPower DDistribution CCompany, RReliance IInfraprojects,
Reliance PPower TTransmission, RREMC, RReNew PPower, RResearch TTriangle IInstitute ,, RResonant EElectronics, RRockwell AAutomation, RRVPNL, SSai CComputers, SSai EElectricals,
SAIL, SSAP, SSAS, SSBI CCaps, SSchneider EElectric, SSecure MMeters, SSeptett, SSicame, SSiemens, SSmart PPower IIndia, SSouth BBihar PPower DDistribution, SState GGrid CCorporation
of CChina, SSterling aand WWilson, SSterlite PPower GGrid VVentures, SSuzlon, TTAG CCorporation, TTagbin, TTata CCommunications, TTata CConsultancy SServices, TTata PPower DDelhi
Distribution, TTelangana SState SSouthern PPower DDistribution, TTHDC,  TTorrent PPower, TTransmission CCorporation oof AAndhra PPradesh, TTransmission CCorporation oof
Telangana,  TTransrail LLighting, TTrimble, TTristar TTechnocrates IIndia, UUtkarsh TTubes && PPipes, UUttar GGujarat VVij CCompany, UUP EElectricity RRegulatory CCommission,
Uttarakhand PPower CCorporation, VVirtuous EEnergy, VVoyants, WWBSEDCL, WWest BBengal SState EElectricity TTransmission, WWipro, etc.

UTILITY PPERSPECTIVE
What has been the experience in deploying SCADA so far?
What are the new and emerging SCADA-related requirements of utilities?
What are the challenges in integrating SCADA infrastructure with other
utility systems?
What is their SCADA roadmap for the future? What are their expectations
from vendors?

TECHNOLOGY SSHOWCASE
What have been the recent advances in SCADA systems?
What are the next-generation SCADA technologies most relevant for
utilities?
What are the use cases? 

IPDS EEXPERIENCE
What is the status of SCADA projects under IPDS (and erstwhile?
What has been the implementation experience? What have been the
benefits?
What are the targets and plans for future? What are the issues and
concerns?

DISTRIBUTION AAUTOMATION
What are the SCADA solutions for distribution automation?
What has been the experience so far?What are the issues and concerns?
What are some of the new and promising technology solutions?

SCADA FFOR TTRANSMISSION AAND GGRID AAUTOMATION
What are the benefits of leveraging SCADA solutions for grid and network
operators?
What are the use cases for next-generation SCADA technologies for transcos?
What is the outlook?

SCADA AAPPLICATIONS FFOR PPOWER PPLANTS
What are the use cases for SCADA technologies for power plant operators?
What has been the industry experience? 
What have been the new technologies and solutions in this regard?

ADMS
What are the technology requirements of ADMS?
What are the key considerations for SCADA for utilities when deploying ADMS?
What are the promising technologies and solutions in this regard?

IoT AAND CCLOUD
What are the key features of IoT and cloud-based SCADA solutions?
What are the advantages over traditional SCADA? What are the use cases?
What are the issues and concerns in deploying these technologies?

MANAGING CCYBERSECURITY RRISKS
What are the cybersecurity risks and concerns that SCADA systems are
exposed to?
What are the solutions for mitigating such risks & protecting SCADA systems?
What are the best practices to build a robust cybersecurity network?



SCADA & AUTOMATION FOR OIL AND GAS 
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Mission

The adoption of automation technologies in the oil and gas sector picked up pace around a decade ago. At present, a number of large-scale oil and
gas companies are deploying new digital and automation technologies with a focus on integrating their operations. 

Many digital technologies such as the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system are gaining popularity. SCADA has been deployed
by major oil and gas companies across the upstream, midstream and downstream segments with the objective of ensuring safety, service reliability,
and cost-effectiveness in the pipeline network. The outbreak of Covid-19, which called for working remotely, has further strengthened the case for
the adoption of automation and SCADA solutions.

For the exploration and production segment in particular, significant attention is being given to data management with advanced automation solutions
tailored to each player’s needs. Pipeline network management too is getting digitalised with the use of advanced technologies. Besides, automation
and SCADA solutions are finding an increasing number of takers in the CGD sector, looking to monitor their assets with greater precision and in real
time. Wireless SCADA systems, too, are gaining prominence in the oil and gas industry as they offer better control and speedy transfer of both live
and historical data. 

As the world enters the next phase of automation, there is an increased focus on artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML) and robotic process
automation, which will eventually reduce the processes operating in an organisation. Cybersecurity management solutions are also being deployed
to protect the large amount of data generated by the system.

Going forward, as the oil and gas industry is moving towards automation and digitalisation, technologies such as AI, ML and SCADA can prove to be
game changers. Both public and private companies in the sector are leveraging new automation technologies. There is also a need for convergence
of various IT and OT solutions in order to maximise their benefits. In addition, the cybersecurity concerns need to be addressed. If these challenges
are resolved, the benefits associated with automation and SCADA systems can be fully realised.

The mmission oof tthis oone-dday vvirtual cconference iis tto eexamine tthe ccurrent ddeployment sstatus oof aautomation aand SSCADA ssolutions, sstudy ttheir ppotential
and rrelevance iin tthe ooil aand ggas ssector, aand ddiscuss tthe kkey iissues aand cchallenges iin ttheir ddeployment aand cconvergence wwith IIT ssolutions. TThe
conference wwill aalso sshowcase nnoteworthy aapplications, iinnovative ccase sstudies aand bbest ppractices aacross aall ssegments - uupstream, mmidstream aand
downstream. IIt wwill pprovide aa fforum ffor aall sstakeholders - ooil aand ggas ccompanies, ttechnology pproviders aand ssystem iintegrators - tto sshare ttheir
experience aand eexchange vviews.

Previous Participants

Some of the organisations that have participated in our previous oil and gas conferences are: AarviEncon, AAmbetronics, aaLtanova, AArad VVentures, AArya
Offshore, AAssam GGas, BBaker HHughes-GGE, BBaumer, BBORL, BBPCL, BBorouge, CCairn, CCapital PPower, CCARE RRatings, CCUGL, CCESC, CChambal FFertilisers aand
Chemicals, CCharotar GGas, CChicago PPneumatic, CCINDA EEngineering, CClarke EEnergy, DDeepak FFertilisers && PPetrochemicals, DDirectorate GGeneral oof
Hydrocarbons, DDNVGL, DDura-LLine, EE&Y, EElectroMech, EEngineers IIndia, EESRI IIndia, EEssel GGas, EEssel IInfraprojects, FFlexim, FFLIR SSystems, FFluid
Controls, FFlowtube, GGAIL, GGE, GGoodrich GGaskets, GGreen GGas, GGujarat GGas, GGSECL, GGSFC, GGSPC, HHaryana CCity GGas, HHeath CConsultants, HH-EEnergy,
HPCL, HHitachi, HHNGCL, HHoneywell, HHP VValves && FFittings, IICF, IIDEX, IIFFCO, IIEX, IIOCL, IIndian OOil-AAdani GGas, IIndraprastha GGAS, IIngenx TTechnology,
Itron, JJain IIrrigation SSystems, JJindal PPipes, JJSW SSteel, KKabsons GGAS EEquipment, KKimplas PPiping SSystems, KKirloskar PPneumatic, KKongsberg DDigital,
Koso PPumps, LLeister TTechnologies, LLinde IIndia, LLloyd’s RRegister, MMahanagar GGas, MMaharashtra SSeamless, MMAN IIndustries, MMarubeni, MMecon, MMehta
Brothers, MMicro PPrecision PProducts ((Wika GGroup), MMitsubishi HHeavy IIndustries, MMitsui && CCo, NNagman, NNational FFertilizers, NNatural GGas SSociety, NNTPC,
Numaligarh RRefinery, OONGC, OOil IIndia, PParker HHannifin, PPNGRB, PPetronas EEnergy, PPetronas LLNG, PPWC, RRajasthan SState GGas, RRaychem, RReliance
Infrastructure, RRenesas EElectronics, RRockwell AAutomation, RRockwin FFlowmeter, SSabarmati GGas, SSaigal SSea TTrade, SSandvik AAsia, SSanwariya GGas, SSAP,
Savair EEnergy, SScania, SSeal FFor LLife, SSealexcel, SSENER, SSENSIT TTechnologies, SSGS IIndia, SSick IIndia, SSiemens, SSiti EEnergy, SSwagelok, TTANGEDCO,
Tata CCommunications, TTechnip FFMC, TTechsol EEngineers, TTexas IInstruments, TThermax, TToyota TTsusho, TTractebel EEngineering, TTractors IIndia, TTubacex
Group, TTulip CCompression, TTulsa GGAS TTechnologies, UU3S CChem ssolutions, UUltratech, UUniphos EEnvirotronic, VVaricon PPumps, etc.

Organisers
The conference is being organised by India IInfrastructure PPublishing, the leading provider of information on the infrastructure sectors. The company

publishes the Indian IInfrastructure magazine. It organises over 50 cconferences annually focused on the infrastructure sectors including Gas iin IIndia, CCity

Gas DDistribution, and IT aand OOT iin OOil aand GGas. It also publishes reports on City GGas DDistribution MMarket iin IIndia aand tthe SSmall-sscale LLNG MMarket, aa

weekly nnewsletter ((Oil && GGas NNews) aand tthe OOil && GGas DDirectory aand YYearbook.
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AGENDA/STRUCTURE

Target Audience

The event is expected to draw participation from executives, managers and decision makers from:

- UUpstream ooil aand ggas ccompanies - LLNG aand sstorage tterminals - OOther eequipment mmanufacturers 
- IIT ssolution pproviders ((SCADA) - SSolution pproviders ffor ddata aanalytics - TTechnology pproviders 
- OOil rrefineries - LLeak ddetection ssolution pproviders - EEngineering aand ddesign ffirms 
- IIndependent sshale ooperators - FFlow mmeter mmanufacturers - IIT ssolution pproviders ((GIS, EERP, eetc.)
- CCity ggas ddistributors - PPumps, vvalves aand ccompressors - RRegulatory aagencies, eetc.
- PPipeline ooperators - SSystem iintegrators - EEtc.

CURRENT SSCENARIO, NNEW AADVANCEMENTS AAND FFUTURE RROADMAP

What are the new and emerging trends in the deployment of SCADA

systems?

What are the solutions and technologies available for the automation of

processes and operations? What has been the experience of oil and gas

companies? 

What are the key system upgrades, advancements and innovations?

What are the future growth opportunities?

FOCUS SSEGMENTS: AAPPLICATIONS, EEXPERIENCE, PPLANS AAND PPOTENTIAL

EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION

REFINERIES AND PETROCHAMICAL COMPLEXES

LNG TERMINALS

OIL AND GAS PIPELINES 

CGD INFRASTRUCTURE

- What are the specific application areas for the deployment of SCADA

systems? What has been the experience so far?

- What has been the progress with regard to the automation of processes and

operations? What are the new opportunities for automation?

- What are the implementation roadblocks?

- What are the future plans and opportunities in this area?

AUTOMATION TTHROUGH NNEXT-GGEN TTECHNOLOGIES: DDEPLOYMENT OOF

ROBOTS, AARTIFICIAL IINTELLIGENCE AAND MMACHINE LLEARNING

What are the specific applications of next-generation technologies such as

robotics, AI and ML for the automation of business processes and operations?

What are the new enhancements offered by vendors?

What are the next steps for the complete automation of operations?

ROLE OOF CCLOUD-BBASED SSOLUTIONS

What are the new and emerging requirements for cloud-based solutions?

What has been the trend in the uptake of such solutions across the

upstream, midstream and downstream segments?

What are the required strategies & roadmap for the adoption of this

technology?

IoT-BBASED RREMOTE MMONITORING SSOLUTIONS

What are the new and emerging requirements for IoT-based remote

monitoring solutions?

What has been the trend in the uptake of such solutions by oil and gas

companies so far?

What are the required strategies & roadmap for the adoption of this

technology?

CYBERSECURITY OOF SSCADA SSYSTEMS

What are the cybersecurity practices being adopted by oil and gas

companies for protecting SCADA networks?

What are the new and advanced technologies available for privacy and data

loss prevention?

What are the challenges and gaps?

WIRELESS DDATA CCOMMUNICATIONS FFOR SSCADA

What are the different types of communication configurations in SCADA?

What has been the experience so far?

What are the potential technology upgrades?
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What differentiates our conferences?

The agenda is developed by our researchers, who track the sector round the year. It is thus relevant and topical. It is
not driven by a particular organisation and does not have a particular slant.

The speakers are professionals and experts involved in the sector, not a mix of ambassadors, ministers, celebrities and
business owners.

The conferences do not just comprise panels and speeches; they provide a good mix of expert ppresentations and case
histories, and of course panel ddiscussions.

We have representation from across tthe ccountry, as is the case at our physical conferences too.

Each stakeholder ggroup – policymakers, developers, financiers, consultants and relevant NNGOs – is represented at our
conferences.

The moderators merely ask the questions. The stars are the speakers themselves.

The sessions bbegin aand eend oon ttime.

There is adequate time for a Q&A ssession with each sspeaker. These are not “hit and run” speeches.

The delegates are professionals who are vested in the sector, and are not just assembled through social media.

The participants in each conference receive a concise rreport ooutlining the key ffacts, trends and issues in the sector.

A recap of the conference is also made available to reinforce the key takeaways.

Delegate benefits (Virtual Conference)

Direct interaction with senior speakers (Q&A facility)
Easy connectivity to geographically dispersed delegates (click of a mouse)
Concise report offered as a backgrounder
Cost effective (lower ticket price as compared to a physical conference)
Offers flexibility and convenience 
Access to conference recording
Recap of conference sessions
Contributes to sustainability and lower carbon footprint

Benefits of sponsorship (Virtual Conference)

E-meet influencers and decision-makers
Reach out to and engage with new or active prospects
Generate high quality sales leads
Increase brand recognition
Target a captive and engaged audience
Drive website traffic through social media promotions
Position your company as the thought-leader in your industry



I would like to register for the “SCADA && AAUTOMATION FFOR PPOWER UUTILITIES” conference (April 66, 22021)  

I would like to register for the “SCADA && AAUTOMATION FFOR OOIL AAND GGAS” conference (April 77, 22021)

I would like to register for both tthe cconferences 

REGISTRATION FORM

Please ssend wwire ttransfer ppayments tto:

Beneficiary India Infrastructure Publishing Private Limited 

Bank Name The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Ltd

Bank Address R-47, Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi-110048, India

Bank Account No. 094179587002

Swift Code HSBCINBB

IFSC Code HSBC0110006

GSTIN 07AAACI5880R1ZV

Registration Fee

Both conferences

INR GST@18% Total IINR Total UUSD

1 LLogin 12,000 2,160 14,160 203

2 - 33 LLogins 18,000 3,240 21,240 304

4 - 55 LLogins 24,000 4,320 28,320 405

6 - 99 LLogins 30,000 5,400 35,400 506

10 - 220 LLogins 36000 6,480 42,480 607

Any one conference

INR GST@18% Total IINR Total UUSD

1 LLogin 7,000 1,260 8,260 118

2 - 33 LLogins 12,000 2,160 14,160 203

4 - 55 LLogins 17,000 3,060 20,060 287

6 - 99 LLogins 22,000 3,960 25,960 371

10 - 220 LLogins 27,000 4,860 31,860 456

30 pper ccent “Early BBird” discount eends oon MMarch 115, 22021.

GST @@18 pper ccent iis aapplicable oon tthe rregistration ffee. 

Registration wwill bbe cconfirmed oon rreceipt oof tthe ppayment.

Payment PPolicy: 

Full payment must be received prior to the conference.

Payments for “early bird” registrations should come in before the last date of discount. Discount offers cannot be combined with any other offer.

Conference fees cannot be substituted for any other product or service being extended by India Infrastructure Publishing Pvt. Ltd.
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